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1. Introduction. Let C™(/) be the complex linear space of all infinitely differentiable
functions <p on the interval J = (a,b)(— co ̂  a <0< b ̂  +oo) such that <pw(0) = 0 for all
non-negative integers k. Krabbe ([2], [3]) has defined a class of generalized functions on J as
an algebra M of linear operators on CQ(J) and has developed an operational calculus for these
operatorsf. Shultz ([6], Theorem 2.18) has recently shown that M is isomorphic to 3)\ x ®'_,
where @'+ (resp. 2>'J) is the set of all distributions on / whose supports are contained in
/+ = [0, b) (/_ = (a,0]). In this paper we combine some of the ideas developed in [4] with
results established in an earlier paper by Shultz to give an easier proof of the above result. Our
methods also give a more direct proof of the main result (Theorem 1.22) of [2].

In the sequel, unless there is ambiguity, we shall denote Co(J) simply by C".

2. The algebra of generalized functions. We give C" the topology of uniform conver-
gence for all derivatives on compact subsets of/; this topology is defined by the semi-norms

rm,M= max ( max |<jD(/k)(w)|J (m = 0 ,1 , . . . ; « = 1,2,...),

where
l-l/n) i f b < + o o

if b= +oo.
kl-l/n) iffl>-co ^
[ — n if a = — CO,

In this way C " becomes a Frechet space. In the sequel, the topology defined by the semi-
norms {rmn} will be referred to as the C°° topology on C".

In ([2], [3]), Krabbe has defined the product oi(p,^ie C " to be the function q> A f given by

For each (p in CQ, define <p+ (resp. q>J) to be the function which coincides with <p on / + (/_)
and vanishes on /_ (/+), and let (C") + ((C")_) be the set of all such functions. Then
Co = (Co°)+ ®(Co°)_. Also, it is easy to see that

<p/\il/ = (p+*\l/+-q>-*\l/-, (2)

where • denotes the convolution product, so that properties of the multiplicative operation A
may be deduced from the corresponding properties of the convolution product. Thus, in view
of the relationship between the operations A and • given by (2), there seems to be no advantage
in using both symbols, and so in the sequel we shall denote the product q> A I// by <p * if/.

t It should be mentioned that Krabbe's theory of generalized functions has some resemblances to an earlier
algebraic theory of generalized functions due to Weston [9],
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It is straightforward to prove that, for any non-negative integer k,

(cp*0k\t) = (<p*<A(k))(O (teJ). (3)

With multiplication of functions denned according to (1), C™ becomes a linear, associative and
commutative algebra; in fact, C™ is an ideal in the algebra L1"" of all complex-valued functions
on J which are Lebesgue-integrable over every compact subinterval of / . Multiplication is
jointly continuous in C" ; this follows immediately from the inequality

We define a sequence {<pn} of odd functions in C"(— oo, oo) by the formula

1

o
and note the following properties of {<?>„}:

0)
Jo

poo

(ii) for any 5 >.0,lim (pn(i)dt = O. . . .

Let {nn} denote the restriction of cpn t o / . Then we have the following

LEMMA 1. The sequence {r\n} is an approximate identity for CQ.

Proof. We have to show that, for any ip in C",

\j/ = lim ij/*nn. (4)

By (2), to prove (4) it is sufficient to show that

\j/+ =limi/'+*07n)+, (5)

and
'-*(>?„)- (6)

We shall prove only (6); (5) may be proved using a similar method.
Let e > 0, p be any positive integer, and m any non-negative integer. Since

i/fW(0) = 0(/c = 0,1, . . . ) , there exists a positive number d'k such that | ^ ' ( u ) | < e whenever
—8'k g v g 0. Let <5' = min (<5'0,..., 5'm). By uniform continuity, there exists a positive number
$'k' such that

| ^ ( M - w) - ^ ^ ( M ) I < s

whenever a < u i 0 and -d'k' £ v = 0. Let 5" = m i n ^ ' , , . . . , 5'J,), and let 6 =
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Now, since (t]n)-(t) =<pn(t) for t in /_, we have

39

- )= max (max 4i^\u-
* = 0 m\apiiiSO Ju

If -5 gw gO, then

for k = 0,..., m. Hap^u£-5, then
«o

<2e

f» 0 P 0 pu

I ij/^h\u — v)(p (v)dv + il/^-\u) = I tl/^\u — v)(p (v)dv — I \J/^\u
J " J " J -00

g I ^\u -v)- 4i«\u) 11 <pn(v) \dv+\ I \j/^\u -v)\\<pn (v) I dv
J -i J<>p

From (ii), it follows that there exists a positive integer n0 such that, for n ^ n0,
i. -6

J-oo m'p

Therefore, for « ^ n0 and k — 0 , . . . , m, the right-hand side of (7) is less than 3e. Hence, for

and so, since e is arbitrary,

as required.
We note that, since C" has an approximate identity, C™ has no non-zero annihilators.
In ([2], [3]), Krabbe has defined a generalized function on / to be a multiplier on C °̂f;

that is, a mapping A of C™ into itself such that

A((p*\j/) = A(p*\li

for all <p, xli in C™. Let M denote the set of multipliers on C™. It is well-known that the multi-
pliers on a commutative algebra with no non-zero annihilators are linear, and that, if linear
combinations and products of multipliers are defined in the usual way, then M is a commuta-
tive algebra ([8], §4). Also, every element of Jt is C" continuous ([1], Theorem 1).

It follows from (3) that the differential operator D e M. Also, each/in Lx°c determines an
element F in J( according to the equation

F(p =f*(p. (8)

t Krabbe did not use the term multiplier, but this seems now to be the standard terminology for this class
of operators (see, for example, ([4], p. 51)).
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Krabbe ([2], (1.12)-(1.13)) has defined the operator ofthe function f'to be the operator {fit)}
given by the equation

{f(t)}v =/•?'.

In our notation {/(/)} is DF, and so, in particular, {(/i*/2)(0} isDF1F2. I f / ,#el! j c and
F = G, then it follows from a theorem of Titchmarsh ([7], p. 327, Theorem 152) tha t /= g a.e.
By the same argument we can show that DF = DG implies that /= g a.e.

We have now proved the following theorem, which is the main result of [2].

THEOREM 1 ([2], Theorem 1.22). The algebra M is commutative and each element of M is
C° continuous. The operator D e M, and each fin Ll°c determines an element F of M according
to (8). Also, forf, g in L\oc, the following properties hold:

(a) D{(f*g)(t)} = {f(t)}{g(t)} ;
(b) if {/(?)} = {&)}, then f=ga.e.

For any u > 0, the shift operator /„ is the mapping of C™ into itself defined by the equation

(pit-u) (u£t<b),

/„<?(<) = • 0 i-u<t<u),

(pit + u) (a < t ̂  - u ) .
Then IuzM for all M > 0.

Suppose ABJI, and let <p+ be any element of (C")+. By Lemma 1,

and so, since A is C°° continuous,
Aq>+ = \im(p+*Arjn.

n~*co

It follows that A maps (C")+ into itself. Similarly, A maps (C™)_ into itself. Thus every
element of M is linear, C00 continuous, commutes with /„ (M > 0), and leaves invariant (C™)+

and (C")_. Conversely, we have the following result.

THEOREM 2. Let The a C° continuous linear mapping ofC™ into itself with the following
properties:

(a) TIu = IuTforallu>0;

(b) Tleaves invariant (C?)+ and (C^)_.f

T/ien TeJt.

Proof. Let <p, i/' 6 C". Then
^ • i ^ = (p+*\j/+—<p _*{}/_.

t There are C" continuous linear mappings of CS into itself which have property (a) but not (b); for
example, the mapping B given by
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Now cp+ + ip+ may be approximated, in C°° sense, by a function of the form

J>/ u > + , (9)
where ocj(j = 1 n) are complex-numbers (see the proof of ([4], Theorem 4)). Similarly, the
function <p_ • ^_ may be approximated, in the same sense, by a function of the form

t Pj^jt- (10)
n m

Hence q> * i]/ may be approximated by V ajlujj/+ — V p.Iwij/^. Since J i s linear,

and, since Thas property (b), it follows that 7 > + = (T\p)+ and 2>_ = ( 7 » _ . Consequently

The function in (9) (resp. (10)) may be chosen in such a way that while q>+ * \j/+(<p~ * ty-) can
n

be approximated by (9) ((10)), (p+*T^+(</)_*Ti/'_) can be approximated by J^<XjIuTif/+
J = I

( IB \

V f}jIwTil/^ ). Hence q>*T\jj may be approximated by the function

Since Tis linear and commutes with the shift operators, (11) is the same as

Finally, since T is C* continuous, we have

/) = <p*Tij/,

as required.
With convolution as multiplication, 3)\ (resp. 3)'J) is alinear, associative, and commutative

algebra. Let J/+ (J/L) denote the algebra of multipliers on (C0)?((C0°°)_). Shultz ([5],
Theorem 4.3) has proved that Jl + is algebraically isomorphic to £?'+. Moreover, his proof
may be easily modified to show that M. is isomorphic to @'_. We may state Shultz's result as
follows.

THEOREM A ([5], Theorem 4.3). Let AeJ?+ (resp. BeJf-). Then there exists a unique
$e2>'+(V6$'_.) such that

A<p = <P*q> (Bi// = ¥*^)

for all (pe(Co)+ CPe(C^)_). Conversely, each <t>eS>'+ (NKe9L) determines an element A of
M+ (BofJl-) according to the above equation. The correspondence A *-* O (B *-* T) is an iso-
morphism of M + onto @'+ (J(- onto ©'_).
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(In this connexion it is of interest to note that the above result of Shultz enables us to
answer a question raised in ([4], p. 53), as follows. With the notation and terminology of [4],
we have shown that the C"° continuous F-operators on CQ[0, oo) are precisely the multipliers
on C™[0, OO), and so, if T is a C"° continuous F-operator on Q?[0, oo), then, by Theorem A,
there exists a <S>e3>'+ such that

It follows that T satisfies (P2)>
 an<i s o there are no C°° continuous F-operators on CQ[0, OO)

which do not have property (P2)0
We note that, if linear combinations of elements of @'+ x £d'_ are defined in the usual way

and multiplication is defined according to the equation

then ©'+ x ©'_ becomes a linear, associative, and commutative algebra.
Finally, we give an easier proof of ([6], Theorem 2.18).

THEOREM 3. The correspondence T<-> (<X>, *¥)(TeJl, ($ , ¥ ) e 3)'+ x 2>'_), where

T<p = $*<?>++¥*<?_ OpeQ5),

is an isomorphism of Ji onto $>'+ x ®'_.

Proof. Suppose that Te Jl, and let T+ (resp. J_) denote the restriction of Tto (CQ)+
((q?)_). Then, since T+ (r_) leaves invariant (C?)+ ((C?)_), T+ eJt+ {T-eJt.) and

By Theorem A, there exists a unique (<D, T) in S)\ x 3)'_ such that

(12)

Conversely, each ($, *P) in 3'+ x ®'_ determines an element ToiM according to (12). It is
straightforward to show that the correspondence T<-» (<!>,¥) is an isomorphism of the algebra
Jt onto the algebra ©'+ x 3i'_.
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